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Consortial Projects
Centralized vs. Decentralized Approaches
Jaime Taylor

IT IS ALMOST TOO TRITE TO WRITE THAT CONSORTIA ARE AN EVER-

growing reality in the modern library landscape. Nevertheless, they are. What
began in the 1960s as a benefit realized through computers and automation
has evolved into a means of survival under budgets growing more austere
with every passing decade.1 Two current examples of library consortia are the
Center for Jewish History (the Center or CJH) and the Five College Consortium
(the Five Colleges or 5C), both of which have recently undertaken systems
implementation and migration projects. Despite the widespread presence of
consortia in the library world, consortia are not making conscious decisions
between organizational models when planning projects. Or, if they are, they
are not writing about it; the literature tends to discuss consortium superstructures, and how directors and boards and finances are organized. This chapter
will begin to fill that gap by examining why consortia choose centralized or
decentralized approaches for large technical services projects and will then
discuss the differences between them, using CJH and the Five Colleges as
examples.

THE CENTER FOR JEWISH HISTORY: DIGITOOL → ROSETTA
The Center for Jewish History moved from Digitool to Rosetta, a newer digital
assets management system (DAMS), after Ex Libris stopped developing and
supporting Digitool. The project began in 2014 with requests for information
{ 115 }
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(RFIs), and then four systems were demonstrated for the Center community.
After deciding to purchase Ex Libris’s Rosetta, the Center hired an implementation manager, Ex Libris assigned a project manager, and it was off to the
races. The race proved to be a marathon, with the project taking more than five
years from the RFIs to decommissioning Digitool.
The Center for Jewish History opened in 2000 near Union Square in Manhattan. It comprises five partner organizations: the American Jewish Historical Society (AJHS), American Sephardi Federation (ASF), Leo Baeck Institute
(LBI), Yeshiva University Museum (YUM), and the YIVO Institute for Jewish
Research. Each looked to the Center’s creation as a solution for issues of space,
preservation, and access they could not provide separately. Some partners
have off-site storage and small outposts elsewhere, but the vast majority of
staff, facilities, and materials now reside together on West 16th Street. While
the partners have maintained their individual identities within the consortium (the director of LBI at the time of the Center’s founding stated, “My
understanding is we will retain our independence and share jointly only the
facilities,” while YIVO’s then-director quipped, “Jeder macht shabbos far zich
alleyn”; “Everyone makes the sabbath for himself alone”),2 the Center itself
now has a large staff of librarians, archivists, administrators, and maintenance
workers. And while the partners’ staffs do some collections and reference
work for their materials, much of that work is done by Center employees; the
cataloging and discovery systems in which partner collections are described
and accessed are also administered and paid for by the Center.
Aside from configuring the new system and migrating digital assets files,
the DAMS migration required hefty metadata cleanup, as the move changed
the data model and metadata workflows at CJH. Previously, because Digitool
and Aleph did not connect to or sync with each other, MARC records were
duplicated in both systems. A book that had been digitized would have a MARC
record in Aleph and another in Digitool; as long as certain fields were the same,
the records would match and de-duplicate in Primo, the discovery layer, with
the digitization attached. But if records were too different—or if key fields,
such as title, were different at all—they would not match, presenting patrons
with different records for the item’s analog and digitized versions.
Correcting this untenable data model was a primary reason for seeking a
new system; integrating Rosetta with Aleph and Primo, all created by the same
company, was a major selling point. To resolve the Digitool and Aleph records,
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CJH staff worked with Backstage Library Works, who were able to match and
merge the vast majority of records. Then each partner manually reviewed
Backstage’s reports of possible but uncertain matches. For some partners, that
list was very long and demanded labor that was hard to spare from other areas
of their operations. (Note that, aside from using outside vendors to do what
can’t be done in-house, these vendors can also help consortia to smooth over
disagreements about who is responsible for what or how much labor.)3
Despite each partner at CJH having their own staff of librarians and archivists, and despite this project being carried out in service of materials and
records owned by those organizations, almost all work for the DAMS migration
was done by the staff of the Center itself. Partner staff sat on the committee
that sent the RFIs; attended product demos; hashed out the pros and cons of
each potential system; and were consulted in decisions about how to structure
or change their data in the new system. But communication with Ex Libris and
Backstage; developing tools for moving digital objects from Digitool to Rosetta;
moving those files; exporting and importing MARC records with Aleph; and
configuring Primo to work with the new systems landscape all were done by
Center staff, primarily the Center’s Metadata and Discovery Department. This
was, therefore, a highly centralized project, with communication, power, and
labor largely centered on the consortial institution.

FIVE COLLEGE CONSORTIUM: ALEPH → FOLIO
The Five College Consortium is, as of this writing, nearly finished implementing the open-source FOLIO library services platform (LSP) and migrating to
it from Aleph. Since it is a new open-source software, the Five Colleges have
been involved in community development of FOLIO, in contrast to most such
migrations, which don’t often commit an entire consortium to a system that
exists only on paper when the contracts are signed. The Five Colleges’ instance
of FOLIO will be hosted and supported by EBSCO; throughout the implementation they have had an EBSCO project manager and assistance from EBSCO
technicians.
The Five College Consortium, made up of Amherst College, Hampshire College, Mount Holyoke College, Smith College, and the University of Massachusetts-Amherst, was established in 1965 in western Massachusetts. The libraries
have reciprocal borrowing arrangements, some shared digital collections, and
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shared storage facilities. Students of one school may take classes or join clubs
at the others and a few departments, such as dance and astronomy, are shared
across the consortium. In contrast to CJH, the consortium itself has very few
library staff.
Like CJH, the 5C libraries share major metadata and discovery systems.
Unlike CJH’s Aleph installation, which has a single Administrative (ADM)
library, the Five Colleges have separate ADM libraries for each school to ensure
the secure separation of financial and administrative information. Catalogers
at each school create separate bibliographic records for their copies of the same
work, but patrons at all schools see federated search results in the discovery
layer. In FOLIO, the Five Colleges will be in a single environment. Before bibliographic records can be migrated into FOLIO, Backstage Library Works will
merge copies of the same work held by different libraries into a single record
with each libraries’ holdings and items attached, similar to matching and
merging Aleph and Digitool records for CJH. All patron groups, fine schedules,
loan rules, and other data for all five institutions will be combined in FOLIO;
the project participants have spent much time, therefore, resolving differences
and devising ways to manage each school’s data without interference from the
other four. As the consortial aspects of FOLIO continue to be developed, the
Five Colleges expect that this will become easier. Until then, the consortium
will depend on strict rules and staff training.
Interdependence is not the same as centralization, despite assertions by
consortial librarians of yesteryear.4 The distribution of decision-making and
labor among the staff from all five institutions—though it is not always exactly
even, given staffing and funding differences between them—demonstrates
the decentralized nature of the Five Colleges’ FOLIO project. Furthermore, this
distributed labor and power is built upon preexisting committees, communication channels, and other structures in the consortium.

ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE, RELATIONSHIPS, COMMUNICATION
The roots of collaborative projects’ structures are revealed by examining the
organizational cultures of the consortia before their respective projects. In a
case study at the University of Houston, Prilop et al. note: “In organizations
where collaborative projects are not commonly practiced and the time required
to undertake them is not respected, successfully completing such a project
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would likely prove to be more difficult and stressful for those involved.”5 Those
authors were discussing collaboration between departments at one institution, but others’ experiences, such as Brian Minihan’s in Hong Kong, show that
it holds true for collaboration between institutions in a consortium as well.6
Tommaso Giordano goes beyond connecting consortium structures to
project structures and highlights that library consortia often mirror wider
political structures. Where national and local structures are more federated,
consortia tend to reflect that. And the prevalence or lack of consortia is also
related to systems of national and local government.
One striking fact is that in some countries, such as Germany or Spain, the
number of consortia is much higher than in others—France or the UK, for
example. Upon closer inspection, it becomes clear that the number of consortia is related to the degree of political and administrative decentralization in the systems of the individual countries. Clearly, the German federal
system, based on the autonomy of the Lander (with their specific powers in
the areas of culture, education and research), presents different opportunities and conditions for cooperation than a more centralized system like
that of France.7

Giordano goes on to say: “decentralization is not necessarily a factor for fragmentation of the cooperation initiative, just as centralization does not per se
guarantee implementation of a national strategy.”8 This observation holds true
when comparing organizational methods at the Center for Jewish History and
the Five College Consortium. Perhaps this contradiction results, at least in part,
from an additional observation of European library consortia: “The stimulus
to build these programmes starts most often from the periphery, through the
efforts of small groups of libraries.”9 From formation, through foundational
projects, and transitioning to ongoing maintenance work, Giordano also identifies how a consortium’s changing purposes gradually shift how it organizes
itself. This progression over time reflects back cultural shifts in libraries and
the wider world, which have increasingly valued collaboration.
Despite their physical co-location at the Center for Jewish History, each
partner in the consortium has its own priorities. If other partners, or the
resources of the Center itself, are not needed for a project, the other partners
might not be aware of it until the project is well underway—or possibly completed. Projects involving all members of the consortium are led by the staff
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of the Center. During the Rosetta migration, this structure allowed partners
to continue to work on and initiate their own priorities and projects; LBI and
YIVO built new web interfaces for their digital collections, and YUM continued to mount gallery exhibitions.
CJH has a few standing committees, but they meet infrequently and have
limited purview. For example, the Collection Development Committee meets
only at the turn of the calendar year to review collections statistics and evaluate shared electronic resource purchases. This dearth of standing committees
is both a symptom of and contributes to there being little lateral communication between partners. In most cases, partner staff communicate with
Center staff, representing their own institution and discussing that institution’s affairs. It is left to Center staff to correlate disparate information, turn
it into a coherent way forward on collective projects, and communicate the
big picture back out. During the migration, partner staff did not communicate
directly with Ex Libris’s project manager; nor do they communicate with Ex
Libris support staff during general operations. In both cases, communication
between partner staff and Ex Libris is mediated by Center staff. This reflects
the alignment of the financial relationship between partners, the Center, and
Ex Libris, and it assured consistency over time as the Rosetta project stretched
into years. This information funnel shows, in a siloed consortium such as CJH,
that a strong central authority is necessary for initiating and directing a joint
project. Managers in such situations may find that the entirety of a project’s
communication plan lands in their lap because they are the only comprehensive repository of information about the project. This is an opportunity to
craft cohesive messaging and provide more stability and clarity compared to
distributed communication, and it can be reassuring for staff during change
processes.
In contrast, the Five College Consortium’s operations are carried out by
several standing committees. These include functional or system-based committees, such as the Aleph Advisory Group (AAG) and the Five College Discovery Committee (FCDC), which govern the shared ILS and discovery layer
systems. There are also issue- or topic-based committees such as the Innovative Learning Committee and the 5C #critlib group. Committee membership
is drawn from the staff at each institution who work in relevant specialties
or according to individual staff members’ interests and availability. Regular
committee meetings keep staff across the consortium in communication with
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each other. While deans and directors hold ultimate power through the Five
College Librarians Council (FCLC), the involvement of staff throughout each
library’s internal structure means that decision-making and labor power are
widely distributed and staff are able to form relationships through the practice of working together. These interpersonal connections support the working groups’ distributed communication, and committees have autonomy to
directly ask each other questions or join forces in common efforts. By contrast,
at CJH it is unusual for partner staff to meet with each other without Center
staff convening and chairing the meeting; when cross-partner committees do
form, they tend to be temporary and play an advisory role rather than a decision-making one, as seen in CJH’s DAMS selection committee.
For the FOLIO migration, the Five College Consortium copied their existing
committee structure to create working groups for the project based on functional aspects of the software (e.g., Inventory and Circ/Users working groups)
or necessary tasks (e.g., the Records Merge working group). Working group
chairs have regular “leads” meetings to coordinate between groups. Mimicking the FCLC is the FOLIO Implementation Team (FIT), with a high-level
representative from each library, which synthesizes everything the working
groups produce, makes decisions, and directs the project flow. Communication
among groups is dispersed across many media, including e-mail, Slack, blog
posts, in-person and remote meetings, and wikis. This proliferation of communication methods is common in decentralized projects, probably because
participants can choose communication methods that meet their immediate
needs.10 While high-volume communication potentially means that all staff
have access to information about the project, meetings and communication
methods can be exhausting and hard to keep up with. Less technically adept
staff, especially, find multiple web-based platforms difficult to navigate, especially if those aren’t part of their usual work. The 5C iterated through several
attempts to right-size meetings and communications during the project.
No comparable structures were created at CJH for the DAMS migration.
New committees or working groups were not formed, and communication
about the project followed the same funneled pattern described above—into
Center staff working on the project and then back out to partners from them.
Information was communicated to partners via a limited number of means,
primarily e-mail and in-person meetings, both almost always initiated by Center staff. Though the management structures used by CJH and the 5C were very
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different, a similarity lies in the fact that the management and communications structures adopted for both projects were reproductions of those present
in the two consortia before their projects began.
Habits of stark independence, which were foundational to CJH, were
carried into the Rosetta migration, which meant the consortial institution’s
centralized power was necessary to get the partners to work together and
keep the project moving forward. That preexisting autonomy therefore made
centralization of the project’s communication and organization unavoidable.
Counterintuitively, the interdependence of the Five Colleges libraries is not
indicative of centralization. Existing habits of working together on day-to-day
tasks, and having a long-standing focus on the consortium as intrinsic to each
library’s operations, meant that central force was not necessary, and the FOLIO
migration could be carried out with less guidance from the consortial body.

POWER AND DECISION-MAKING
On the surface, both the Five Colleges and CJH appear to have centralized
power and decision-making structures, since large projects are carried out at
the consortial level. There are important differences, however, in who is part
of the empowered consortial body, how that body is constituted by and related
to the member organizations, and the ways in which power is exercised by
member organizations and their staff.
Who has power on paper is often different from who makes decisions in
day-to-day practice. Equally important is recognizing where the boundaries
of de facto power lie, and when and how de jure power is reasserted. While
centralized decision-making can be efficient, the power of the workers with
their hands in their pockets, to borrow a phrase from Utah Phillips, can push
against centrally mandated decisions. Consortial partners who aren’t on board
with a decision or project can de-prioritize the joint project in favor of their
own objectives. “Passive resistance” by either individual staff or entire consortium members is an expression of power, exercised in the absence—or the
perceived absence—of other avenues of expression.11 This passive resistance
may be misguided, when it is paired with a rejection of any change simply
because it is change, but it is power nevertheless and usually has its roots in
legitimate grievances. Even if it does not ultimately affect a decision, informal
power can temporarily grind a project to a halt.
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Both the de facto and the de jure power structures at the Center for Jewish
History are centralized ones. Information, opinions, and decisions are shared
sideways between partners and the Center, with the Center holding partner
organizations in orbit around it as its staff make systems decisions. While
this model may be contrary to current trends in library management, strong
central decision-making was evident throughout the project’s life cycle, beginning with the decision of which DAMS to purchase. Every partner was present
on the committee reviewing potential systems, but the Center itself ultimately
made the decision. One partner favored a system popular among European
libraries. Another felt strongly that an open-source system should be chosen.
Neither of these partners got what they wanted, nor did they have the ability
to veto the Center’s decision. In part, the system selection committee held only
limited power because it was an ad hoc one, not a standing committee governing the shared systems. If a different decision-making method had been used,
the committee could have sought an explicit charge, with the method outlined
in advance. Without that advance work, though, the power to make the selection decision fell where it already was. It’s not that power can’t be reallocated;
rather, reallocation must be done explicitly and before it is needed.
Once the Rosetta migration was underway, power was sometimes more
distributed, patterned on the partners’ usual workflows. Since the partners
each own their materials and control the cataloging of them, they were entitled to micro-decisions about that metadata—even when these were contrary
to recommendations from the Center staff who administer the metadata
systems. For example, archivists at LBI wanted the custom thumbnails they
had constructed for their digital collections to migrate with those collections.
Despite Center staff thinking that this was both unnecessary extra labor and
against best practices, LBI was entitled to demand that Center staff migrate
the thumbnails. Here LBI flexed its power to control its digital assets, even
though this slowed the project.
This individualism is a common issue for library consortia. For example,
Brian Minihan at Hong Kong Baptist University found it difficult to get projects off the ground. Of attempts to collectively purchase electronic resources
he writes:
The individual institutions are guaranteed to only reap gains through a consortial contract, and sacrifice very little if anything. Further centralisation
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of collection development of electronic resources would necessitate overcoming two basic barriers to collaborative collection development: first,
sacrifice of autonomy and second, risk aversion. . . . As of yet, the potential
of reaping benefits by doing coordinated and strategic purchases through
the eight libraries’ single approval plan vendor is absent. So our purchases,
whether e-book or print, single-user or three person license, remain uncoordinated. The result is often a print and digital holdings pattern that is
often accidental.12

A decentralized approach did not work for Hong Kong’s university libraries,
with each only willing to put resources into joint purchases when there was
a clear benefit to them. Nor did it work during a weeding project; Mihihan
“began to realise that we have no communication apparatus among the eight
libraries for who will keep the last copy, or even who is engaging in weeding
in a certain subject or collection area.”13 He notes that without that communication, an individual librarian or library is unilaterally making decisions
affecting the whole consortium, which he calls “cowboy collaboration.”14
Similarly, trying to enact a model of distributed power and decision-making
during CJH’s DAMS migration would likely have resulted in the project taking
much longer than it did, as well as creating fissures between members of the
consortium who were unused to collaborating that way.
While a centralized consortium’s structure means that efficiency happens
by quickly making decisions up front, in a decentralized consortium efficiency
is realized over the long term of a project, even if the direct involvement of
more people means that a project might be slow to spin up at the beginning.
When many staff and all consortium constituents are already involved in the
decision-making for a project, there is less chance of passive resistance, since
those members already have power they can exert in explicit ways.
During regular operations, the Five College Librarians Council tends to
approve recommendations put before them by committees. The FOLIO Implementation Team took a similar approach to recommendations from working
groups during the migration. But neither one of these bodies is a rubber
stamp; they just recognize that the recommendations from committees and
working groups are sound, since they’ve been developed by specialists and all
consortium members are represented. The high-level administrators of the
FCLC and FIT can focus on the big picture instead of handling minutia. It took
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time to figure out the exact relationship between, and the responsibilities of,
FIT and the working groups during the project; the ultimate arrangement gave
all but the highest-level decisions to a council of the working groups’ leaders.
FIT’s most important responsibilities came down to deciding which release of
FOLIO was developed enough to go live with, managing the partner libraries’
relationship to the project, and making sure their staffs allocated sufficient
labor to it. This iterative method was parallel to the project itself, as the whole
FOLIO development community iterated through development of the software.
Wide participation does not mean that every single worker at the 5C libraries is pleased with decisions made during the project. Some special collections
staff are displeased with losing a traditional OPAC, which FOLIO does not
have, in favor of the discovery layer as the sole point for patron access to collections. And it’s likely that some staff would have preferred to migrate to a
system already on the market, rather than spending a few years developing
a new system before records could be migrated to it. In short, decentralizing
decision-making and power does not mean that everyone gets what they want.
And staff should not be led to believe that they will; managers must prepare
them for this eventuality and keep them invested in the project after disappointment.
To some degree, distributing power was the only way for the Five Colleges
to get anything done at all; no single institution or department could do the
work for the whole consortium. Even the smallest college in the 5C, Hampshire College, has hundreds of thousands of records; is a large organization
with its own board of trustees, finances, and strategic plans; and is responsible
for paying its own library system subscription fees. At the other end of the
scale, UMass has millions of records and is subject to layers of administration,
from the provost’s office up to the state legislature. Decentralization from a
legal and financial perspective, with each library being part of a college or
university to which it is responsible, is determinant of the 5C decision-making
structure. The consortial body is not able to make decisions with which members of the consortium don’t agree, such as purchasing a new ILS/LSP, since
the consortium is not paying for it. Nor does the consortium employ staff who
work with the ILS/LSP; it has only a handful of library workers, in comparison
to the larger staffs at the college libraries. It does not have the labor power to
enact unilateral decisions, simply by virtue of head count. This is in contrast
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to staffing levels at CJH, where the staff of the Center is larger than at some
smaller partners and is big enough to carry out the majority of the work for a
system migration.

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND LABOR
How well-distributed among consortium members is technical and subject
expertise? Can each member assign an equitable amount of staff time to a
project? Are all members able to pay for the project? And how will the rest
of the consortium make up for any gaps that arise? As with communication
and organizational structures, the ways a consortium divides its labor before
a project begins will probably carry over into the project—barring an increase
in expenditures on new staff with new skills.15
The older trend of staffing special collections with subject specialists and
historians instead of archivists and librarians had left some CJH partners
with limited staff who could perform the complex technical tasks of a digital
assets migration. Combined with attrition during the project, this meant that
partners didn’t always have the labor power for work such as pre-migration
metadata cleanup or checking the iterations of migrated records. As a result,
Center staff did some of that work in place of partner staff: either the work
was centralized or it went undone. For example, the American Sephardi Federation (ASF), the smallest partner, was without their one librarian for most of
the migration. Center staff compensated for this by performing labor for the
ASF that other partners ordinarily handled themselves, with perfunctory permission from the ASF’s director. This was only possible because of the limited
size of their collection; an error file for ASF might contain only a couple dozen
records, while those for larger partners had several thousand. Because of this,
Center staff could not fill gaps for those larger partners, even when they could
not or would not do that work themselves.
The CJH consortium has created a self-perpetuating cycle: the partners seek
efficiency and cost savings by relying on the Center to centrally perform labor
such as managing the ILS, but eventually they find they have outsourced so
much that they no longer have the staffing for large projects, so they rely on
the Center even more, which further centralizes the distribution of labor. This
cycle can only be stopped by the partners finding funds to rebuild their staff or
by reorganizing the consortium itself. Shared labor allows one member to get
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by with low staffing for a long time by leaning on the rest. This is not necessarily bad, as it insulates individual organizations from short-term setbacks. But
the DAMS migration project, as a disruption of business as usual, highlighted
long-term staffing shortages among the partners. The impact was felt differently by partners according to their size and wealth, but it was felt acutely by
Center staff who had to make up for it.
While staffing at CJH’s partner organizations was an issue during the
migration, especially when it involved a shortage of technical skills, having a
centralized technical department in a consortium can also enable efficiency.
Rather than each organization hiring redundant systems librarians, having
the consortium administer systems lets its staff instead perform that organization’s unique tasks. Evans lists this as the third of his five benefits of library
cooperation:
(3) Sharing results leads to some gains, e.g., greater staff specialization. A person can concentrate on one or two activities rather than five or six, which
should produce better overall performance. Better performance should
lead to better service, and in turn, greater customer satisfaction. Reducing
unnecessary duplication is a second result of sharing work. The reduction
may be in work performed or materials purchased.16

Even in the best of times, not all members of either CJH or the Five Colleges
have equal funding or staffing, and so they cannot provide equal amounts of
labor to shared projects. Centralized labor at CJH means that Center staff can,
at least sometimes, make up for staffing or skills gaps. At the Five Colleges this
is less necessary, since even the smallest member library has several librarians, but it is also less possible, since there is no central technical services
department. As a result, just two Hampshire College librarians had to cover
almost every committee and working group appointment, which at the larger
colleges are shared among greater numbers of staff.
While committee work and leadership can be distributed among the Five
College libraries, metadata work can usually only be done by the library to
which it belongs. When cleaning up records pre-migration, each library’s
metadata was only as clean as its own staff could make it. The cleanup effort’s
deadline within the project timeline meant that library staff had to prioritize
this work over other responsibilities. This was a marked difference from
the cleanup effort for CJH’s migration, where staff at partner organizations
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instead often prioritized their institution’s own projects, and the Center staff
performed much of the cleanup work.
The 5C’s decentralized arrangement can create bottlenecks, as committees
meet, discuss, work, meet again, report out, rinse and repeat. The staff at
smaller colleges wear several hats, sit on many committees, and risk burnout.
The same can be true at the larger libraries when staff retire or leave for other
jobs; UMass’s Information Resources Management Department shrank by
20 percent due to incentivized retirements during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Inefficiencies are baked into decentralized distributions of work; differences
in funding and staffing between smaller and larger, more and less wealthy
schools can be intractable. UMass, with 24,000 undergraduates, will always
have more librarians. Smith College and Amherst College, each having endowments around $2 billion, will likely always have more funds. The decentralization of labor in a consortium like the Five Colleges must be accompanied by
long-term commitments to sufficiently hiring and developing staff by every
member of the consortium.

CONCLUSIONS
A technical services project’s organizational model is largely dependent on the
overarching organizational and cultural structures of the consortium carrying it out. In practice, this means that choosing a decentralized or centralized
project structure is not done solely when the project begins. The decision is
instead made in the preceding months and years, through choices made by
the consortium, its members’ organizations, and the administrations and staff
of both. If a consortium wants to move from one organizational model to the
other, it must tend that environment well beforehand.
As onerous as a centralized project was, it meant that CJH’s Rosetta migration had consistent communication and a single source of truth in the Center’s
Metadata and Discovery Department staff. The existing distributions of technical skills, competing institutional priorities among the partners, and foundational attitudes of independence meant that a centrally organized project
was the only realistic option. If CJH had wanted a more decentralized project,
this would have required a long-term, concerted effort of institutional change
at every level of the consortium. Existing staff would have needed retraining
or workers with different skills hired. The partner organizations would have
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had to reconsider their relationships and learn to communicate and cooperate
in ways that prioritized the project’s common goals—and each partner would
have had to prioritize the DAMS migration over its own projects. That kind
of change work can be expensive if consultants and trainers are hired, and
emotionally painful as staff unearth sometimes decades-old antagonisms and
learn new skills to support changing job responsibilities.
Given library management trends toward flatter organizational structures,
it is unlikely that many consortia will choose to move from a decentralized
approach to a centralized one. But if the Five Colleges had wanted to make
quicker, unilateral decisions or reduce duplication of labor, they could have
worked to shift the consortium away from a decentralized structure. A consortium wishing to make this change will need to convince many people to cede
power, with staff having to adjust to the loss of informal lines of communication, to distributed power, and to cooperative tasks. This work, like creating
a decentralized structure, would be time-consuming and delicate, requiring
frank discussions and honest expressions of emotions. Likewise, it would also
be best done before it was needed, so that structural change wouldn’t take
place concurrently with the project.
Can consortia get projects done using either organizational model? Yes, of
course. The ongoing movement toward flattened hierarchies and decentralized
structures, in the name of workplace democracy, means that consortia are
likely to be moving toward decentralized and interdependent models, rather
than toward centralized ones. With this trend in mind, a consortium must be
honest about where it is today compared to the project management structures it wants to operate under. If that reflection uncovers a current model
that is at odds with how the consortium wishes to conduct a major technical
services project such as a systems migration, know that months or years of
preparatory work to change the consortium’s organizational culture will be
necessary before the project even begins. Without it, a consortium will have
no choice but to carry out that project with whatever organizational model it
already has.
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